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Structure and dynamics of Fornax group
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Abstract. We study the distribution in phase space of the group of galaxies in Fornax to determine their structure and dynamic state.
Resumo. Estudamos a distribuição no espaço de fase das galáxias do grupo de Fornax para determinar sua estrutura e estado dinâmico.
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1. Introduction
Groups and clusters of galaxies are large galactic structures believed to be formed from smaller structures and may be considered the largest ones in the universe. The Fornax group, despite
its apparent state of relaxation, is known to be packed full of
substructures (Drinkwater et al., 2001), some still in course of
relaxation (see e.g Iodice et al., 2017). We studied the phase
space distribution of the galaxies of the Fornax cluster to determine their structure and dynamic state. Although the system
has been studied in detail in the past, new spectroscopic data as
well as new results obtained from deep X-ray observations show
evidence of intense activity in the region.

2. Methodology
Optical data came from the HyperLeda database
(http://leda.univ-lyon1.fr). We obtained a representative
sample of the distribution of galaxies in an 8 degree region
around the central galaxy NGC1399 (Fig. 1). The velocity
distribution of the system was analyzed through the statistical
methods provided by the ROSTAT routines package. Making
repeated use of the distribution of gaps in the data, together
with the probabilities of their occurrence, calculated on the
assumption that the data are normally distributed (both given
by ROSTAT), we arrived to a representative sample of galaxies
within the redshift interval 500 < cz < 2400 km.s−1 with mean
velocity (bi-weighted) V M =1485 ± 91 km.s−1 (z= 0.0049534),
−1
and velocity dispersion (bi-weighted) σv =389+40
−37 km.s , at
confidence levels of 95%.
The region near to NGC1399 galaxy is permeated by a hot
gas emitting X-rays and chemically abundant in metals (Su et al.
(2017)). We have used X-ray data from XMM-Newton to produce spatially resolved 2D spectral maps of temperatures and
chemical abundances for the central region of the group, as it is
shown in Figs. 4 and 5.

3. Results and Conclusions
As a first attempt to understand the overall cluster kinematic and
dynamics, we divided the entire region into 7 radials of 30 galaxies each (the most external one with 24 galaxies). Then for each
ring we calculated the mean velocity and velocity dispersion. As
it can be seen in Fig. 2 the velocity distribution do not vary significantly as we move away from the cluster center.

Figure 1. Cone diagrams of the 8◦ region showing the field of
Fornax in depth up to redshift z = 0.10. The left panel displays
the entire sample, whereas the right panel shows a zoom of the
circled region on the left panel.

Fig. 3 shows the projected density map of the previous figure.
This map was produced using the ISODENS program, which
uses the adaptive kernel method to calculate mean densities in a
fixed grid of points.
In this Figure, the regions within the outermost green contours constitute the 95% significant regions, obtained by subtracting from the original density map, the variance density map
(multiplied by a factor of 3), which was estimated by bootstrapping the original positional data 1000 times. The region of the
possible substructure indicated by Drinkwater et al. (2001) is almost totally outside of the significance contours, suggesting that
the subgroup may not be a significant structure.
Fig. 4, shows that the region around the central galaxy
NGC1399 does not have temperatures as high as most of the
other regions of the map. There is however a still colder region
located southwest, around NGC1404, suggesting that most of
the temperature fluctuations observed in the region are correlated to the local distribution of galaxies. Indeed, low temperatures are due to the high energy losses due to radiation produced
2 1/2
). These regions are genin high density regions ( dE
dt ∝ ρ T
erally located at the central parts of the groups, mostly around
their dominant galaxies.
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Figure 2. Distribution in phase space of the 204 galaxies of our
Fornax sample. The red dots (+) correspond to the E - S0 galaxies (55%) while the blue ones (×) are for the S - I types (26%).
The remaining points correspond to dwarf (5%) or unclassified
(14%) galaxies. The black crosses give the velocity dispersion
calculated on radial rings (see tex), with vertical bars equal to
the 95% confidence interval of the estimate and the horizontals
ones equal to the widths of the rings. The dashed lines give the
escape velocity of the system, assuming a previously estimated
mass of 1.9×1014 M based on the Virial Theorem.
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Figure 4. Color coded map of the temperature (keV) of the central region of Fornax. The circles represent the galaxies belonging to the group, with the radius varying accordingly to their
B-magnitude. The crosses are galaxies without measured mB .
The central galaxy is NGC1399. The southernmost galaxy is the
NGC1404.
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Figure 5. Color coded map of the abundance ratio [Mg/Fe] in
the ICM gas of the central region of Fornax.

Figure 3. Map of the projected densities of galaxies of the
Fornax group in units of 10−6 gal.(arcsec)−2 . The yellow contours
are for the projected density for galaxies whereas the green ones
indicate the boundaries of significant regions of the map (see
text).The white square at the center represents the region of the
X-ray maps.
The ICM chemical abundance ratios maps deduced from the
X-ray spectral maps allow us to infer informations about the region. The Mg abundances may reflect recent episodes of star formation while the abundances of Fe may reflect older episodes of
star formation. When we make the ratio [Mg/Fe] the proposal is
that this relation may estimate of the whole events of the stellar
populations. Thus, when [Mg/Fe] < 0, it is possible to infer that
the older stellar populations are dominant in the system and no
recent star formation has occurred or at least it was not significant in the region. However when [Mg/Fe] > 0 the region should
be dominated by a young star population.
From the [Mg/Fe] map shown in Fig. 5 It is noticeable that
although most of the region has [Mg/Fe] > 0, only the outermost

regions have positive values, whereas in the regions closest to
the dominant galaxies, negative or near zero values predominate.
This is consistent with the results of the analysis of radial profiles
of (Mernier et al. (2016)), which show a positive radial gradient
of [Mg/Fe].
This indicates that the cooler regions of the ICM, located
around the dominant group galaxies, were mostly contaminated
by the ejecta of old stellar populations whose origin is unknown:
was this ejecta completely removed from the galaxies hosting
these old stellar populations (e.g. by a ram pressure mechanism)
or, on the contrary, were these stellar populations first stripped
from their parent galaxies and then evolved mixed in the ICM up
to the point to directly contaminating it?
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